
 

If you have any queries about this, or any Information Governance issue, please contact the N3i service desk 

marking your query IG.  The contact details for the service desk are: 

Phone: 0300 002 0001  Email: N3i.support@nhs.net       Barry Jackson Head of Information Governance 

INFORMATION GOVERNANCE 

BRIEFING 15 - NHS MAIL  

 

 

This briefing will highlight new functionality in NHS Mail that allows attachments of up to 

5Gb to be sent encrypted to non-NHS Mail address.  The availability of this should ensure 

that users do not need to use CDs or print out large files being sent to organisations such as 

Solicitors or to patients. 

For messages sent between NHS Mail accounts the system is secure and is authorised to be 

used for sending patient data where it is appropriate to do so without the user having to 

take any additional actions.  NHS Mail can also be used in this way to send to other central 

accounts such as the Police, @pnn, or central government, @gov.uk.   

When sending a message from an NHS Mail account to a non-secure address then users 

should follow the process described in the link below which involves putting the text 

[secure] either before or after the text in the subject heading. 

Full details of the NHS Mail encryption service can be found here: 

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/encryption-guide-for-nhsmail/ 

In a change to the system there is now a specific download to Outlook that users can install.  

This should make the whole process simpler but most of all it will allow attachments of up 

to 5Gb.  This should be more than sufficient for most uses sending large patient records 

including where it is required to respond to a Subject Access Request.   

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/nhsmail-egress-outlook-add-in/ 

As described in the above process the new system requires an add on to Outlook to be 

downloaded and installed.  This can be accessed from the self-service portal on Desktop 

Central. It is recommended that practices should carefully consider who needs the 

functionality and only install the add on if specifically needed.  

Finally, all practices are reminded that all mobile data MUST be encrypted.  Laptops are 

encrypted before issue by the IMT service 

and encrypted email is now available to all 

recipients in NHS Mail.   

There is no requirement for using CDs, 

virtually none for using USBs, and 

absolutely no one should be using anything 

that is not fully encrypted.   
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